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A Little Badness: An Irresistible And Wildly Romantic Saga
A wonderfully witty take on a much-loved fairy tale, The Three Little Pigs and the Big Bad Book celebrates the magic of reading and storytelling, and being kind to others. When Ben's mum gets distracted halfway through his bedtime story, he decides to finish the tale himself. There's only one problem – he can't quite read yet. To Ben's surprise, the three little pigs come knocking on
the door, and the big bad wolf isn't far behind ... But this time, will the story have a different ending? A playful rhyming story by Lucy Rowland, with hilarious illustrations from Ben Mantle.
A young woman battles for her parents' affection, desperate for the love that had always been denied to her. Will she ever find it? A Little Badness is an unforgettable saga of family, danger and true love, from bestselling author, Josephine Cox. Perfect for fans of Sheila Newberry and Cathy Sharp. Rita Blackthorn's heart was barren and hard. In all of her life she had never truly
loved. But she had hated. Beneath the loving gaze of her daughter's soft green eyes, her heart swelled with dark and dangerous emotions. Young Cathy Blackthorn has never experienced any loving response from her mother; it is her beloved Aunt Margaret, with a heart as big and warm as the summer sky, who has been more of a mother than her own could ever be. And when
Cathy's father Frank Blackthorn brings home a London street urchin and announces this will be the son he and Rita have never had, Cathy despairs of ever winning her parents' love. Cathy is a generous soul, though, and tries to give the young lad a chance to prove himself but, unlike her best friend, David Leyton, something about him makes her more than uneasy... What readers
are saying about A Little Badness: 'Good storyline vividly written. Holds the attention throughout' 'It's a long time since I have been riveted to a book, I just couldn't put it down... Worth the five stars without a doubt'
From renowned international dating coach comes an essential, must-have dating guide for men looking to gain confidence and find lasting love in the #MeToo era. Rejection. Ghosting. Not knowing how to talk to women. For many men, dating just sucks. But it doesn’t have to. There’s a simple, yet powerful, way to gain instant confidence and attract a great girlfriend: Be authentic.
Whether you want to confidently approach women, get quality matches on dating apps, or learn how to avoid the “friend zone,” Dating Sucks, but You Don’t is your step-by-step blueprint for landing your soulmate. Using the power of “radical authenticity,” you’ll unlock your most awesome self and learn how to: -Be magnetic as you…even if you’re not rich, tall, or great-looking
-Always know what to say to ignite chemistry -Get dates and connect with great women without using creepy “pickup artist” tricks -Conquer fear and anxiety and confidently approach women (in a way they love) -Get great matches and dates on Tinder, Bumble, Match, Hinge, or any other dating app -Be a true gentleman of the #MeToo era who respects women and understands the
boundaries surrounding consent -Create a healthy, supportive relationship with someone who loves you for you You definitely don’t suck. And when you have total self-confidence and great results, neither does dating.
Sheila O'Flanagan's bestseller BAD BEHAVIOUR is an irresistible tale of friendship, love and sweet revenge, not to be missed by readers of Lisa Jewell and Marian Keyes. Reviewers love Sheila's books: 'An exciting love story with a deliciously romantic denouement' Sunday Express Darcey and Nieve were best friends for life. Until Nieve stole the heart of Aidan, the boy Darcey had
fallen in love with while Nieve was travelling. Aidan was going to propose the very night Nieve caught his eye, and Darcey had seen the ring. For the next ten years she's been haunted by the memory of her humiliation. No career success, no comfort her eccentric but loving family can offer, not even (short-lived) marriage to Neil, can console her. And then the invitation comes: to the
wedding of Aidan and Nieve, neither of whom she's seen since they left Ireland for life in the USA. They're coming home to have the wedding of a lifetime at Ireland's most expensive hotel. Will Darcey be there? Will there be fireworks? And can the past be put to rest at last? What readers are saying about Bad Behaviour: 'Read it from cover to cover in two days and loved every
minute. Excellent' Amazon reviewer, 5 stars 'Thoroughly enjoyable - a cut above the ditzy chic-lit. A good bit of substance to the story, excellent characterisation and a damn good read. Keep 'em coming!' Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 'Wonderful and totally absorbing. This book is a MUST for the romantics' Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars 'Another lovely book by Sheila O'Flanagan! I
love the gentle flow of the book and the characters she creates' Amazon reviewer, 5 stars
Bad But Irresistible
International Law, Chiefly as Interpreted and Applied in Canada
Irresistible Attraction
Simply Irresistible
An irresistible and uplifting romance
Luke Meeting Juliet online was the last thing I expected. Sure, I've thought about life outside the military. Love. Romance. Maybe a family of my own one day. But internet dating from Afghanistan ain't easy. Joining the Navy SEALs was all I wanted to do. And it's been the best twelve years of
my life. But the endless military ops have taken their toll. On my mind and, thanks to the Taliban, now my body. Juliet is one beautiful, sweet young woman. But I have to let her go. For her sake.
A Little Badness
Hot and Heartwarming Military Romance Luke After a childhood full of pain, I've dedicated the last twelve years of my life to the US Navy SEALs, but the relentless overseas tours have taken their toll on my mind and body. My buddies all have wives and girlfriends back home. I have no one. I
dream of what life might be like outside the military. Love, romance, my own space? Maybe even a family to call my own someday. Juliet I work in the fast-paced world of finance. Headstrong and ambitious, I've chosen career over love and put all I have into my new job. A job I was ‘persuaded’
to take far away from my beloved Manhattan by my rich, but overbearing father. I'm not looking for romance, but lonely and lost in my new environment, I turn to online retail therapy to lift my spirits where I stumble across a dating site and find myself beguiled by one hot Navy SEAL, Luke
Carter. The sparks flicker to a roaring flame with each sizzling message between them—but the battlefield deals Luke a cruel blow and he’s rushed home to the United States. He’s only an hour away from Juliet but in his mind, everything’s changed and pride gets in the way of the love, passion,
and the happiness they both so desperately crave. Can Juliet break down the walls of this irresistible SEAL, or are they both destined to a life of loneliness? Irresistible SEAL Book 2 concludes a heartwarming, long-distance love story of military romance with a guaranteed HEA.
It wasn't just her homemade brownies that made Walker find Elissa irresistible... When ex-Marine Walker Buchanan stops to help Elissa Towers change a tire, he tells himself it's just the neighborly thing to do. And when Elissa finds herself baking him a thank-you pie, she's just returning the
favor...right? Both of them have sworn off dating — Elissa's determined to protect her little girl, and that means ditching her taste for dangerous men...especially former Marines with dark secrets. Walker knows that he's not cut out for hearth and home...his own crazy family made sure of
that. But the sparks won't stop flying between them. Now the two are struggling to keep their relationship "just friends," but with every kiss, their rules fly out the window...
The Swiss Orange Project
Fearless Brave & Irresistible
Blossoms and Flowers from the Periodical English Press
The Jurist
A captivating tale of friendship, romance and revenge
The Irresistible Protector

Broody wildlife veterinarian Griffin Foster is done. Done trying to save the world. Done getting attached. He’s been fired twice for standing his ground and now he’s going to be content--by God--in small-town Louisiana, in a small veterinary practice, where there will only
be small problems. Quiet and boring, though? Um, no. He’s been adopted by a loud, crazy Cajun family with a tiny petting zoo for him to care for. Hey, it’s not endangered tigers at a nationally renowned zoo, but a family of otters--and all the gumbo he can eat--isn’t a bad
deal. Until she shows up. Again. The sunny, gorgeous optimist who stole his heart--and his favorite shirt--two months ago. Who clearly hasn’t heard the word “no” enough in her life. And who is the first woman to put even a tiny crack in his don’t-get-attached wall.
Charlotte “Charlie” Landry is the new marketing consultant for the family swamp-boat tour company and petting zoo. It might not have been her plan, but she is all in, ready to grow the business. Whether the hot, grumpy vet likes it or not. He doesn’t. Worse, sparring with
his unforgettable one-night stand is more fun than he’s had in a long time. But watching wears-designer-dresses Charlie find her dream job amongst a bunch of goats, alpacas, and otters is a surprise. And her helping him find his passion again is...well, irresistible.
Dammit.
Mia's new summer job at a posh country club is hard work, but fun, especially when a romance develops with hunky Dan. But Mia is drawn to Jamie too - sexy, rich and bored, he's got everything he could ever want, but gets his kicks messing with people's lives. Even though
Mia knows that getting involved with Jamie is a bad idea, there's something so dangerously exciting about him, she just can't resist.
A heartwarming, steamy military romance - complete collection available! Luke An abusive father. A childhood full of pain. That's all behind me now. I've dedicated my life to the US Navy SEALs. But the relentless overseas tours have taken their toll. On my body...and
especially my mind. My buddies all have wives and girlfriends back home. I have no one. I dream of life outside the military. Love, romance...my own space? Maybe even a family to call my own someday. Juliet I'm headstrong and ambitious. I've chosen career over love. But
now I'm far away from my beloved Manhattan. A new job 'chosen' for me by my overbearing father. I'm not looking for romance. But I'm lonely and lost in my new environment. When I stumble across a military dating site, I'm beguiled by one hot Navy SEAL...Luke Carter. With
each sizzling message between us, The sparks flicker to a roaring flame. But it seems our happiness is short-lived. Can we ever be together? Or are we over before it even starts? Irresistible SEAL book 1 is a heartwarming, long-distance love story that does end on a
cliffhanger with a guaranteed HEA in the second and final book of the series. If you prefer to read the entire story, you can download the complete collection now.
After six months captivity, Parker Reed is thrilled to be free and offered asylum on Delroi, joining her fellow prisoners Kareena and Zola. It’s not long before she realizes that could have been a huge mistake. She’s a woman used to being in control and she devoted her
life to one purpose: bringing down the corrupt. That identity is gone now but she hasn’t changed. She doesn’t play, goof off, or involve herself with men who think they should be the center of her life. Kaje Stian is a constant presence, however. He’s the exact opposite of
the kind of men Parker usually dates, and he’s determined to have her. What’s a girl to do? He’s overbearing, demanding, and ultimately, irresistible.
Call Me, Irresistible
Acute Reactions
With Special Reference to Greek, Latin, Gothic, German, Anglo-Saxon, and Other Cognate Indo-European Languages
Feral Cats and Christians
An irresistible and wildly romantic saga
Places of Refuge for Ships
Love awaits you in Lucky Harbor . . . Simply Irresistible After losing her boyfriend and her job, Maddie leaves L.A. to claim her inheritance-a ramshackle inn nestled in the little town of Lucky Harbor, Washington. She sees the potential for a new home and a new career-if she can give the
inn the makeover it needs. Enter Jax, a tall, handsome contractor who knows exactly what Maddie needs... The Sweetest Thing Helping her sister set up the family inn is just the thing to make Tara forget her ex-husband and focus on her new life. Until she meets a sexy, green-eyed sailor
determined to keep her hot, bothered, and in his bed. When her ex reappears, Tara must confront her past and decide what she really wants. If the sisters are lucky, they might just find that everything their hearts desire is right here in Lucky Harbor.
Impulsive. Irresponsible. Impossible. Lemon Kelly lives in a world that is fast, loud and a little bit crazy. She left her small hometown for the bright lights of Nashville and has been living her dream ever since. She's traveled the world and plays her music for crowds of adoring fans. She
has everything she ever wanted. Only the wants of a 17-year-old girl vary greatly from the needs of a grown woman. Is it selfish to want something more, something like the love she writes songs about? Can a girl have two dreams? Or will she have to give up one to get the other? And if
so... which? Fame or a family of her own? Stable. Solid. Safe. Shane Lowry likes his quiet, controlled life. The always responsible small town deputy is a father to his three daughters first and foremost. Nothing comes before them. He had to grow up fast and early and he's long since
stopped letting silly things like lust control his actions. He doesn't even date. So why does he find himself so drawn to the lively girl next door turned country music superstar that is the complete opposite of what he should want in a woman? If he lets her in, she'll shake up his entire
world. He knows it. But is that a good thing or a very bad thing? The sparks between them are undeniable. The pull irresistible. And if they take a chance they just might find what they've both been missing. *Call Me, Irresistible is a standalone, full length, contemporary romance novel
set in Fate, Texas with a guaranteed HEA. It is intended for audiences 18+ due to language and sexual situations. If you enjoy the quirky characters in this little town, try other releases by Jess Bryant set in Fate such as the West Brothers Series. *
www.swissorange.com Audiobook via Soundcloud: https://soundcloud.com/swissorange/th...(Book only) Audio/visual companion via Youtube: http://youtu.be/VPR5tGG0FV8?t=3m23s (Book 1 only) Creatureform fables take place on the earth of Kaia, a planet like ours many manies away,
and probably a long time ago. These are the people who could turn into animals. This is their story in their darkest hour and their greatest legend. This Omnibus collects Books 1-6. The Swiss Orange Project is a 10 book series. Individual copies of Books 1-6 are available
onwww.shopimagination.com as well as on GoodReads andwww.swissorange.com (where you can obtain free digital copies). Book 1: Celladore Book 2: The Egg Book 3: The Man of Flames Book 4: The Smoke Book 5: What to do with the Fakes Book 6: Spirits and Limits
The figure of the violent man in the African American imagination has a long history. He can be found in 19th-century bad man ballads like "Stagolee" and "John Hardy," as well as in the black convict recitations that influenced "gangsta" rap. "Born in a Mighty Bad Land" connects this
figure with similar characters in African American fiction. Many writers -- McKay and Hurston in the Harlem Renaissance; Wright, Baldwin, and Ellison in the '40s and '50s; Himes in the '50s and '60s -- saw the "bad nigger" as an archetypal figure in the black imagination and psyche.
"Blaxploitation" novels in the '70s made him a virtually mythical character. More recently, Mosley, Wideman, and Morrison have presented him as ghetto philosopher and cultural adventurer. Behind the folklore and fiction, many theories have been proposed to explain the source of the
bad man's intra-racial violence. Jerry H. Bryant explores all of these elements in a wide-ranging and illuminating look at one of the most misunderstood figures in African American culture.
"Born in a Mighty Bad Land"
Irresistible SEAL Book 2
The Violent Man in African American Folklore and Fiction
Otterly Irresistible (Boys of the Bayou Gone Wild Book One)
Fierce But Irresistible (F.B.I)
Emerging Environmental Concerns of a Maritime Custom
Ignoring the pleas of friends and colleagues and refusing to give in to nagging fears, Dr. James Judge divorced a life of privilege for an uncivilized village and an unknown people. Forever changed by a relief trip to Africa, he abandoned his practice, sold all his worldly belongings, and uprooted his family, giving up everything he once held dear to return to the remote village of Lamu, Kenya. In this
unbelievably true story, Judge chronicles the remarkable people he encountered and what they taught him about mercy, compassion, and the power of the human spirit.
Written by scholars and practitioners, this work consists of 20 multidisciplinary chapters addressing the law, policy and management aspects of the problem of places of refuge for ships in need of assistance. Specific chapters focus on the experiences and approaches of Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Germany, United Kingdom and United States.
What to do when a tiny little lie is the one thing that keeps you from winning the girl of your dreams? Still being a virgin is Ashley’s dirty little secret. That, and the fact she’s hopelessly in love with her best friend Leah. When Leah needs help extricating herself from an awkward one-night stand, Ashley runs to the rescue. An innocent touch turns electric, and Ashley has to come clean about her charade or
risk losing the woman she loves.
Josh Lanyon knew he'd made the biggest mistake of his life. He'd slept with his best friend's sister and walked away. Problem was, while his head insisted he was doing the right thing, his body had other ideas. Since he'd returned to his SEAL unit, every touch haunted him. He could not forget her eyes, her smile, the way she'd surrendered in his arms. And now that he's come home, he is determined to make
her his forever. Trouble is, she's not interested. Sara Martin has had enough. Her teenage crush turned into a hardcore obsession when it came to the hot, muscled, and oh-so-sexy Josh Lanyon. They'd both fallen victim to the chemistry that sparked between them, and then he'd left her alone. He didn't call. He didn't answer her letters. He just...vanished. Now he wants a second change. Now he wants to
explain. Now he wants her to allow him back into her bed, and worse, into her heart. He's dangerous. He's lied to her before. But the heat? The need? The attraction? Irresistible.
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Simply Irresistible/The Sweetest Thing
Dating Sucks, But You Don't
The Three Little Pigs and the Big Bad Book
Christmas in Lucky Harbor
Underneath It All
A Billionaire Bad Boy Best Friends to Lovers Mystery Romance
Aiden knight is 25 and is a businessman. He runs hotel chains in and around the country. He gets whatever he wants and whenever he wants it. Until Aria, his irresistible step sister. She is the forbidden fruit, he craves. Their one-night stand didn't help the situation either. His irresistible stepsister, who is naive and innocent, came into his life in her old pickup
truck, with her cowboy boots and hat on, searching for her father, who is now his stepfather. His mother's husband number two. After a series of failed boyfriends and dates, his mother married Martin, her father. Aria knows he is bad news from the moment she saw him. That's why she ran away the morning after a crazy night together. He agrees with her. Her
temptation is too much to handle and his hate for her father is a huge wall in between them. But the little fact they both can never forget is that she is his runner, who gifted him her innocence. Will he be able to resist his irresistible step-sister? Why does Aiden hate Martin so much? Do they have a history from where his hatred stems from? Where does that
leave Aria and Aiden? He hates her at the same time, he craves her. What is the result of their crazy love-hate relationship? A happily ever after, maybe?
The fourth in the sexy, heartwarming Animal Magnetism series from the New York Times bestselling author of the Cedar Ridge and Lucky Harbor series. Fans of Bella Andre, Robyn Carr and Rachel Gibson will adore these romances with Jill's irresistible combination of humour and romance. Special Ops soldier Griffin Reid doesn't exactly have happy memories of
growing up in Sunshine, Idaho. But when he returns to recovering from a war injury, he finds comfort in the last person he'd expect. Teacher Kate Evans harbours dreams of graduate school and a happily-ever-after, desperate to break out of the monotony of Sunshine. Luckily, a certain sexy man has just come back into her life. Until now, Griffin has seen Kate
as simply his little sister's friend. But as they both attempt to forge their paths, they must decide if their passionate connection can turn into something more lasting... Want more sexy, fun romance? Return to Sunshine, Idaho for more of the captivating Animal Magnetism series, visit spellbinding Lucky Harbor or take a trip to Cedar Ridge's unforgettable
Colorado Mountains in Jill's other bestselling series.
When life deals you a bad hand, you just gotta know how to play it Grayson had a habit of leaving me. You
A daily devotional for Christians who are cat lovers. The author parallels the taming process of two adopted ferals with how the Lord uses situations and circumstances to "tame" us. Many object lessons are derived from his experiences with his adopted pair and their interactions with each other and a domestic one-eyed cat named Ruthi.
Secrets of Personal Magnetism
Irresistible SEAL Book 1
Irresistible
Bad Behaviour
Unfamiliar Territory
Salibi: The Vampires of Irbid
The man with allergies never gets the girl... Restaurateur Ian Zamora wants to be the guy who gets the girl. Too bad heʼs allergic to his sometimes-girlfriendʼs cat. To rid himself of his sensitivities, he visits allergist Petra Lale ‒ never expecting to find himself attracted to the woman helping him. Petra is intrigued by Ianʼs quiet strength and sexy body, but her solo practice
is new and struggling. She canʼt afford to compromise her ethics ‒ or risk her medical licence ‒ by dating a patient. But love might just be the best medicine... This fun and sexy romance is ideal for fans of Christina Lauren and Alisha Rai.
From USA Today bestselling authors, Willow Winters and Lauren Landish, comes a sizzling and tempting romance collection you can't resist. Simply Irresistible is a collection of three romance novels that are just that, simply irresistible... Including: TEMPTED I lived my life with no regrets.Until she showed up. It started with her old man. That stubborn bastard set me up.
He knew what he was doing, and I fell for his daughter before I even heard her voice. What was he thinking, trying to set her up with a prick like me? INKED Little Miss Goody-Two-Shoes just moved in next door. She's a good girl, the kind I want to ruin. It's only a matter of time before I'll have her in my arms and clinging to me the way I need her to. The problem is, she
knows I'm bad news. I've always been trouble. MR. CEO I'm used to dominating the boardroom and getting what I want. But I've never wanted anyone like her. Even though I have the world at my beck and call, it no longer excites me. Nothing does. Until she comes along. Previously published as Hard to Resist.
Recent research indicates the following about the assumptions we all make about attractive people. We believe that attractive people are:* more successful * more intelligent * better adjusted * more socially skilled * more interesting * more poised * more exciting * more independent * more sexual * have a happier marriage * have more professional and social success *
have more fulfilling lives "Irresistible Attraction is a fascinating book; it is fun, empowering and precise. It has a lot of useful tools for people seeking improvement and empowerment in their lives" Renee N. Sakr, BCHT,CI. www.GoldliteHypnosisInstitute.com This book reveals the following information for you:Are You Irresistible? Irresistible Ideals in Men and Women
Attraction For the Rest of Us Can You Hear Your Body Talking? The Eyes Have It!! Initial Impressions Flirting Makes the World Go Around The Second Impression The Secrets of Charisma Positive Expression and Inner Magnetism Self Confidence and Self Esteem Secrets of Finding the Love and Experiencing the Intimacy You Deserve Dating Intimacy: Creating and
Re-creating the Deep Bonds of Love Personal Magnetism in Intimate Relationships "How can you exude your inner charisma? Irresistible Attraction blends the art and science of attraction and flirting. This book is insightful and it is fun!" Jill Spiegel, author, Flirting for Success, and Flirting With Spirituality
No.1 bestselling writer Josephine Cox is 'hailed quite rightly as a gifted writer in the tradition of Catherine Cookson' (Manchester Evening News). A Little Badness is a compelling story of love and family, perfect for fans of Lyn Andrews and Rosie Goodwin. Rita Blackthorn's heart was barren and hard. In all of her life she had never truly loved. But she had hated. Beneath
the loving gaze of her daughter's soft green eyes, her heart swelled with dark and dangerous emotions. Young Cathy Blackthorn has never experienced any loving response from her mother; it is her beloved aunt Margaret, with a heart as big and warm as the summer sky, who has been more of a mother than her own could ever be. And when Cathy's father Frank
Blackthorn brings home a London street urchin and announces this will be the son he and Rita have never had, Cathy despairs of ever winning her parents' love. Cathy is a generous soul, though, and tries to give the young lad a chance to prove himself but, unlike her best friend, David Leyton, something about him makes her more than uneasy . . .
A Collection of Memoirs
The absorbing and irresistible romance!
667 Ways to F*ck Up My Life
The Modern Guy's Guide to Total Confidence, Romantic Connection, and Finding the Perfect Partner
Rumour Has It
The Hibernian Magazine, Or, Compendium of Entertaining Knowledge

Margaret Hatcher was a wounded, wordless child who cried when her classmates made fun of her and put on a brave face for a mother who struggled with acute depression. As life presented her with new experiences, she slowly let go of her fearfulness, becoming an acclaimed educator who won numerous national awards, a national speaker,
writer, and visual artist. Underneath It All: A Collection of Memoirs shows snapshots of her evolution: Flying out of a giant tree. A Long John Silver's out-of-body experience. Rehab with an ex-Marine. Honorable closure. Throughout, Hatcher shares her deep love of the places that formed and informed her, from a small town in Texas to the top of the
San Juan Mountains in Colorado and the high deserts of Arizona. Spanning more than seven decades, Underneath It All takes us on an expedition to discover the truth of one remarkable woman's life.
With the purchase of this book comes another 31 FREE Books! Yes, that's correct -- right NOW you will gain instant download access (link to website given inside the book) to 31 additional bestsellers (erotica and romance, 10 of them not available for purchase anywhere) so with the purchase of this book you will actually get 32 Books for the Price of
One -- with plenty more to come! - Book Synopsis - Within Gabe's world, Elda thought the fueling of his bad-boy reputation by friends and co-workers was all he had. With peers urging him on, he's chased Elda only to discover that she's not like other women. Classy with knowledge of his inner world, she put the brakes on any idea with which he'd
flirted. Accustomed to getting what he wants, Gabe played the game. After their first few 'dates', he tried to take it further but she backed off after a kiss. He knows she wants him. No woman could fake that strong of a response to a kiss. When he discovers a handwritten note from Elda, he becomes determined to take their relationship to another
level. Can Elda overcome her prejudices against bikers to accept Gabe into her world? When Gabe swears her to secrecy over his hidden occupation, will it make a difference in her reasoning? - End of Book Synopsis - Now please don't expect some table-thumping blockbuster that will end up unread and gathering dust on your virtual bookshelf - this
is a sizzling erotic short story that will have you flipping over the pages in feverish anticipation. WARNING: This story is intended for ADULT female readers 18 years of age or older. It contains explicit language and graphic sexual content.
Sometimes, there's nowhere to go but f*ck up... If you love Broad City and Bridget Jones, you'll adore Dagmar Kostopoulos...and her colossal f*ck-ups. Twenty-something Dag has always been the &‘perfect' woman. Responsible, honest to a fault, hard-working. Even her bras are no-nonsense. And for what? Her boyfriend dumps her for being boring,
and her boss fires her for not sucking on his nether regions to get promoted. What's a perfectionist overachiever to do? A complete one-eighty. To heck with rules—Dag orchestrates a spectacular fall from grace by deciding to ruin her life exactly six-hundred-sixty-six times, and finally has a little naughty fun. Some scandalous Spandex and a few bar
lies later, tame little Dagmar becomes Giselle, ballsy siren. The wild thing is...it works! Dag gets a better job and meets the sexiest man she's ever known. Well, Giselle meets him. Dagmar doesn't exist. Except that she does, and her escapades just became a ticking time bomb, one that might blow her heart to smithereens. Join Dag for her
irresistible and hilarious f*ck-ups, because every good girl needs to inject a little bad girl sizzle into her veins.
Robert Westbrook Author of the Howard Moon Deer Mysteries "The battle of wits and nerves that unfolds in this expertly paced novel as Nicky struggles to snare the serial killer, keep his job, and juggle an increasingly complex love life make for compelling reading . . . In Nicky Rachmaninoff [Robert Westbrook has] created one of the most engaging
new detective heroes since Joseph Wambaugh got philosophical. About the only thing that cushions the disappointment of coming to the end of this page-turner is the knowledge that there's a sequel in the works." —Wall Street Journal Murder in Beverly Hills A killer is on the loose in Beverly Hills. Late at night, as moguls, starlets, actors, and rock
stars head home after a night on the town, a Corvette pulls up beside a Rolls-Royce at a traffic light. A gun goes off—and another of Hollywood's elite lies dead. Beverly Hills cowers in terror. It's up to Police Lt. Nicky Rachmaninoff—reluctant cop, ex-hippie, divorced father, and the meanest left-handed jazz pianist in all L.A.—to trap the murderer
before he dispatches all of Southern California's rich and famous. It's an assignment Nicky is reluctant to take on: He'd rather play the piano, worry about his love life, or gaze at the stars above his Hollywood Hills bungalow than search out a serial killer. Nicky's ex-wife, the beautiful blond star of TV's "Cassie and the Cop," suddenly wants Nicky back.
But Nicky finds himself caught up with the lovely and well-heeled widow of one of the murder victims—even as he thinks he really does love his ex-wife. But someone else loves "Cassie," too. His name is Lawrence Ferguson and he is a nobody. After being diagnosed as terminally ill, Lawrence quits his job, withdraws his life savings, moves to the
Beverly Hills Hotel . . . and buys himself a Corvette. And Lawrence has decided to exercise his final fantasy on the woman whose television image he has long worshiped. Can Nicky stop him in time? The Left-Handed Policeman is a gripping novel of life—and death—among the big names and the nameless of Beverly Hills. Novelist Robert
Westbrook—himself the son of a famous Hollywood personality—explores the boulevards and back alleys, the myths and realities, of the greatest, most deadly dream factory of all: Hollywood.
My irresistible Stepsister
The Left-Handed Policeman
Being Selected Pieces of Miss Pardoe, Rich. Huie A.o
A Little Badness
A Sanskrit-English Dictionary
A Sanskṛit-English Dictionary Etymologically and Philologically Arranged

Alexis thought the Middle East would be far enough to escape her troubles back home. Since childhood, she's been taking pills to silence a darkness inside her. Now she's been murdered, reborn and the pills don't work anymore. Starved for blood and caught up in an ancient
rivalry between the Levantine vampire clans, Alexis is of great interest to those who want to harness her secret. The one person helping her is an English vampire with a caustic attitude and an eight-hundred-year-old grudge. Her only chance to remain free is to master the
darkness within her and help him end his crusade against an ancient enemy.
The Vampires of Irbid
Irresistible SEAL Complete Collection
A Navy SEAL Romance
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